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Activities
The Juhu beach cleaning activity under Swachh Bharat Abhiyaan. 14 volunteers participated in this activity along with 4 staff members.
After reaching the premises of Juhu beach, a rally was held for the awareness of the people.
Dharma Bharti Mission (DBM)

Every Saturday we have a DBM Session in RAV School at Ghatkopar. We take English sessions and games from 5th to 8th Class. It was a great experience.

Our volunteers enjoy teaching English language. We took ASER test to check their learning capacity. We entertained them showing them movies which would be helpful in their future.
Old Age Home Visit

- 23 Volunteers went to Sharan Old age home on 21st January 2019 at Vashi, along with Prof. Lokdu More.
- Activities like Retro theme and Antakshari, Passing the parcel and Dance performance by
Little Hearts Marathon organised by Wadia Hospital at BKC Complex, to raise funds for poor children suffering from various heart diseases. Volunteers motivated and volunteered the participants.
Some other activities

— Tree Plantation
  40 volunteers participated in tree plantation and 60 saplings were planted in Bhattwadi, Ghatkopar.
— DBM Orientation.
Our Literacy project, Chalo English Shikhaye under which 39 volunteers participated for teaching English. This project's duration is for one complete academic term under which we conducted 10 sessions.
— Crowd Controlling (Day 1 & Day 2).
During Ganapati Visarjan, our volunteers help the traffic police in Ghatkopar (Vikhroli).
— Voter ID Registration.
— Aids Awareness Street Play.
— Voters Awareness Rally.
COLLEGE LEVEL ACTIVITIES
The NSS Unit of K J Somaiya College of Arts and Commerce celebrated NSS Day on 24th September 2018. All the NSS Committee member, teaching and non-teaching staff and the volunteers took active participation in organizing and taking part in the various activities which were conducted for the NSS Day program.

The program included dances, performance by singers, elocution competition, play with a moral, etc.
70 Volunteers participated in the activity including the NSS Committee Members and Non-teaching Staff. This activity was headed by Lokdu More sir and Shobha Mathew Madam. Various doctors and staff members of Somaiya Hospital, Sion Hospital facilitated the Blood Donation Camp.

The camp was promoted on various social networking platforms and through campaigning by the NSS volunteers on a very large level. The response was considerably well and 69 blood units were collected.
United Way Mumbai an NGO conducted a session on Road Safety for Two-wheelers on 28th January, 2019. Questionnaire was given to the participants and lecture was conducted by Karan sir and Cryil sir. Along with the lecture a live tutorial was conducted with help of a stimulator.
“Paper bags and envelope making” was conducted under the PLASTIC FREE WEEK. 27 volunteers participated in this activity and extended their hands to help enthusiastically. A lot of non-NSS volunteers also participated. The activity was a huge success as a lot of bags and envelopes were made recycling the waste newspapers and other papers. 150 paper bags were made in total and 45 envelopes. The response for this activity was very overwhelming.
Plastic Free week

Survey on Plastic Ban

A survey was conducted on 3 levels - college, campus and area level on 24th, 25th, and 26th July, 2018 respectively.

Open talk by Environment

An open discussion was conducted by environmentalist Mr. Rajendra Phaterpekar, on “Effect of Plastic on Environment” making the participants about various problems that have rose due to plastic
Some other Activities

• Session on Anti-narcotics - Experienced Government officials were present to provide the audience with essential yet unknown facts and experiences that they have acquired throughout these years
• Rally on Plastic Ban - The rally was led in somaiya campus by our unit.
• Praja Foundation – They introduced the working of governance to the volunteers
• Independence Day - Volunteers participated in parade & Singing
• Debate Competition - It was various current issues
• NSS Orientation - Orientation of NSS was given to new volunteers. K.C College NSS PO & SIES College NSS PO were Chief guest of orientation
• Rally for Plastic Free Society - Rally was conducted under NSS publicity week
• Essay Writing Competition was conducted under NSS publicity week
Some other Activities

• Voters Awareness—
  Awareness was done for making voting ID card and Voter ID registration was done within same. 126 forms were registered within 2 days
  • Street play on 26/11.
    Our volunteers participated in street play conducted by Mumbai Police in Marol.
  • Health and nutrition
    Mrs. Rutuja Diwekar health expert was lecturer for session.
UNIVERSITY
LEVEL
ACTIVITIES
Bhajan Sandhya

Bhajan Sandhya organised by Mumbai University at Gate Way of India on 2\textsuperscript{nd} October 2018. The program started at 4 pm with some speeches by the dignities and was continued by the Bhajans.
Some Other Activities

—University Yoga Training Camp. One volunteer from our unit participated in Yoga training camp on common protocol
—Rakhi Selling activity for tribal people, earned revenue that was collected were given back to tribal people.
Camps And Visits attended by Our Volunteers

• LTP Camp
  — One volunteer from our unit participated in LTP Camp.

• Sabarmati Ashram Visit
  — One volunteer from our unit participated in visit to Sabarmati Ashram

• SRD management committee
  One volunteer got selected for SRD parade management committee

• University Special Residential Camp, Dapoli
  One volunteer got selected to participate in Special Residential Camp, Dapoli.
Prize

– 2 volunteer from our unit got 1\textsuperscript{st} place in Debate competition (UDAAN FEST) in SK Somaiya College of Arts, Commerce and Science.

– 3\textsuperscript{rd} price was won by our Short film making in UDAAN Fest in SK Somaiya of Arts, Commerce and Science.
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